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Abstract. Multi-storey housing is one of many living space types which has been provided for 
low-income society in Indonesia. Occupants in multi-storey housing do adjustment process to 
increase housing unit quality and their dwelling space. The objectives of this study are to explore and 
to understand how the occupants do adjustment and improving housing unit quality with self-help 
approach. This study is needed to get the success providing of vertical housing for low-income society 
in urban areas of Indonesia. The method of this study use descriptive approach with field research at 
multi-storey housing in Jakarta. Result of this study gives knowledge about adjustment process in 
multi-storey housing with self-help approach. 
Introduction 
In Indonesia as developing country, Jakarta is the city which become the main aim of immigrants who 
looking for the better living and increases their welfare level. On its process, this immigrant evoke 
social problem, notably housing. Immigrant society in Jakarta – Indonesia is largely low educated and 
low production. They live in human settlements at downtown [1]. 
 
Multi-storey housing has been looked on as one of best alternative at urban area for low-income 
society in Jakarta since 1980, because urban land that getting scarce, urban population that increases 
and housing for low income society at urban area is also still so scarce. 
 
According on Law no.16/1985, the multi-storey housing is a low-middle and high-rise building with 
logistic dwelling that is built in order to meets the need of housing for low-income society. Definition 
of multi-storey housing is a low-middle-high rise building in an environment, which is divided in 
parts that functioned horizontally and vertically, that each could be owned and utilized separately, 
especially for dwelling that is provided with parts of totality. Multi-storey housing is low-middle-high 
rise building that contain individual ownership system and common rights, that its purpose for 
dwelling or multiuse, not only separately but also coherent [2]. 
 
When the house or dwelling unit is understood as an activity, it could not be separated from dwelling 
process of individual or society in the living environment [3,4] The failure of public housing is 
generally because of unsatisfied of dwellers to the physical and non-physical housing unit quality. The 
dwellers will be doing improving or increasing the housing unit quality according their needs and 
their affordability [5]. Ideally, the house accommodates the dweller’s activities and the dweller’s 
needs. The housing condition and quality give the satisfaction to the dwellers. 
Base on the explanation above, the research question is how the form of living space in multi-storey 
owned housing as the result of adaptation and adjustment process in accordance with the needs of 
residents by self-help approach. The objectives of this study are to explore and to understand how the 
occupants do adjustment and improving housing unit quality with self-help approach. 
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 Methodology 
The research were conducted with descriptive approach through field research. Field data collection 
was conducted by interviews and direct observations. Data analysis was performed with descriptive 
analysis. 
 
Location of the cases study focused on multi-storey owned housing by the Indonesian government; 
there are (1) Rusuna Kemayoran, (2) Rusuna Tanah Abang, (3) Rusuna Bendungan Hilir II, and (4) 
Rusuna Petamburan. All of multi-storey owned housing (rusuna) as cases study are in Central Jakarta, 
because of its strategic location near the city center or commercial area (see fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1, Location of the cases study focused on multi-storey owned housing by the Indonesian 
government in Central Jakarta. 
Source: Jakarta in Number and Housing Department of DKI Jakarta, 2008 
 
The sampling method used purposive sampling. The unit of analysis are households who stay in 
multi-storey housing since early occupation. The respondents could meet as sample by snowball 
sampling. 
Result and Discussion 
The characteristics of households who adjust their housing unit by themselves in multi-storey housing 
are middle income families; number of family in one unit average 4-5 people; age heads of 
households between 40-60 years; their education are high school and bachelor. Their occupations are 
private, self-employed, and government employee. As middle income people, the family income 
average 2.5 million rupiahs – 3.5 million rupiahs / month. It showed that people who live in 
multi-storey housing for low income family is changed become middle income people. 
The dwelling process in multi-storey housing relates with the family activities during they stay in 
multi-storey housing. The status of multi-storey housing is owned by the residents support the process 
of settling and adjustment happened in the vertical housing. The living environment before they live 
in multi-storey housing gives the experiences for them to live in limited spaces, and the facilities 
which provided in multi-storey housing give them the satisfaction if compared with slum or squatter 
settlements. The residents have been doing a process of adjustment to decrease the gaps that occur 
between living cultures which they have and their living space which provided by government (see 
fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2, Example of adjusment process and improving material quality of the dwelling unit which done 
by original dweller in multi-storey housing. 
Source: personal document, 2011 
 
Because of the standard regulation for renovation and improving housing quality is not provided in 
multi-storey housing in Jakarta. So, the dwellers make renovation with self-help approach but the 
result is become uncontrolled. They easy to change their house and to upgrade housing quality if their 
welfare increase. Finally, the facade of dwelling units no have visual unity. But in the other side this 
phenomenon gives indication the efforts of dwellers to achieve their expectation and their needs, and 
also reflecting self-actualization of the occupants.   
  
Occupants generally divide and add the dwelling space suitable with daily family activities, from 
studio units (18 m
2
 / 2 areas of activity) and the 1 Bedroom units (21 m
2
 or 36 m
2
 / 4 areas of activities 
plus balcony) to be 5-7 areas of activities. 
 
The physical changes on dwelling unit which be done by original dweller generally two steps as long 
as they stay in rusuna. In step one, dwellers only upgrade wall quality (plaster and paint the wall). 
Usually they improve material quality of the dwelling unit or change the elements of dwelling unit on 
the step two. They broke the walls to make connection to other unit or to get more space if their 
welfare is increase.    
 
The highest preference of occupants to their living environment in Rusuna is the strategic of rusuna 
location. Their preferences are availability of clean water from Perusahaan Air Minum (PAM), 
electricity, good building utilities; easy to get public transportation; the status of land and unit of 
building is owned; the cost of housing is affordable; closely social interactions and relationships. The 
highest satisfaction of original occupants is strategic location; ease of public transportation; status of 
ownership. The unsatisfied of original occupants are funding for housing which they have to pay to 
management of rusuna, social interaction which decreasing compared when they lived in city 
kampong, slum or squatter settlements. 
 
Part of original occupants (50,0%) want to move if they have more financial to buy a detached house 
on the land. But if their welfare stagnant, they will choose stay in multi-storey owned housing 
(rusuna). Other original occupants (26,7%) choose to stay in rusuna environment because they satisfy 
with rusuna condition. People who wants to move from rusuna (23,3%) because their children growth 
up and need more space for private bedroom, or many members of family live in one dwelling unit. 
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 Summary 
The characteristics of households who have done adjustment process in their housing unit in 
multi-storey housing with self-help approach are middle income families. People who live in 
multi-storey housing for low income family is changed become middle income people, or they still 
original occupants but they have been increased their welfare. With self-help approach, the residents 
have been doing an adjustment process to decrease the gaps that occur between living cultures which 
they have before and a dwelling space which provided by government. 
  
The physical changes on dwelling unit which be done by dweller with self-help approach generally 
two steps as long as they stay in multi-storey housing. It is related with their adaptation and 
adjustment process. The concepts of dwelling space for residents in multi-storey housing generally 
the house that can accommodate the physical needs of residents, provide security and safety, and 
provide ease of social interaction. It is reflecting the needs of middle income family in multi-storey 
housing.  
 
Result of occupant's adjustment process is a dwelling space which required middle income residents 
in multi-storey housing. Dwelling unit could be  accommodate their daily activities, require 5-7 areas 
of activities in a single dwelling unit, multifunctional space and open space without walls or 
partitions. 
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